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Review by Roderick Bailey, University of Oxford 

he intelligence historian Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones, emeritus Professor of History at the University of 
Edinburgh, has turned his attention to a multi-national force of elite fighting soldiers raised by the 
British in the Second World War. Known as 10 Commando, it had a peak strength of 1,000 and was 

comprised entirely of handpicked volunteers – Dutch, French, Belgian, German (many of them Jewish), 
Norwegian, Slovene and Polish – recruited from the vast ranks of exiles, émigrés, and refugee servicemen who 
had successfully escaped Axis oppression and made their way to Britain. Blending memories of the unit with 
his own thoughts on memorialisation, Jeffreys-Jones argues that 10 Commando may be viewed as “a model of 
European cooperation in intelligence and special operations” and as a half-forgotten forerunner of the 
European Union’s latter-day Rapid Reaction Force (555). 

Jeffreys-Jones’s approach, imaginative and effective, is to consider 10 Commando through the prism of a 
short and unpublished “letter-memoir” by John Coates, one of its British instructors (548). A Cambridge-
educated linguist and one-time conscientious objector, Coates had joined the British Army in 1940 and, as an 
officer in the Intelligence Corps, joined 10 Commando at its training base in Wales two years later. His 
posting to the unit was the personal wish of Lord Mountbatten, then chief of Combined Operations, who, 
impressed by Coates’s qualities and training, wanted him on its senior staff. 

Subsequently, Coates performed important roles in recruiting volunteers and, most notably, delivering 
training in security and intelligence work. The latter took the form of intensive courses that he ran single-
handed in a local house in the Welsh town of Harlech, close to the villages where 10 Commando was 
quartered in carefully segregated ‘troops.’ (No.1 Troop were French and billeted in Criccieth; No.2 Troop 
were Dutch and in Porthmadog; No.3 Troop were Germans and had their home in Abersoch; and so on). 
Coates’s brief memoir, reproduced in full as an appendix to Jeffreys-Jones article, was written in 1998 for a 
member of the Harlech Historical Society. Then eighty years of age, Coates had been invited to give a talk to 
the Society and this was his written response. It sketched out 10 Commando’s Welsh connection and his own 
wartime link to the town, suggested a few titles for his talk, and was accompanied by a skeleton CV, which, as 
a second appendix, is also printed at the end of the article. 
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Several accounts already exist that describe in print 10 Commando’s wartime role and the experiences of some 
of its men. Jeffreys-Jones rightly highlights Nicholas van der Bijl’s short Osprey study, No.10 (Inter-Allied) 
Commando 1942-45, and Ian Dear’s more substantial Ten Commando as the two general histories most 
worthy of note.1 Other books that touch on it, such as Helen Fry’s German Schoolboy, British Commando and 
Peter Masters’s memoir Striking Back, focus on individuals rather than the unit as a whole.2 Beyond clarifying 
his own duties and recording his conviction that the Welsh mountains and coastline were “ideal” for training 
commandos, Coates’s letter to the Harlech historians adds little to the historical record (557). But what it 
does provide, as Jeffreys-Jones shows, is the opportunity to reflect upon two features of 10 Commando that 
still have resonance today.  

The first is its multi-national character, which Jeffreys-Jones sees as “an example of European military and 
intelligence cooperation that was in advance of its time” (546). This defining quality is indeed worthy of note. 
10 Commando never fought together as a unit – men were detached for special assignment to front-line units 
and military missions, seeing action from Dieppe to the Mediterranean – but, in its colourful and productive 
mix of foreign nationalities motivated and united (more or less) by a common goal, it bears comparison, 
arguably, to the International Brigades and Britain’s Special Operations Executive, 10 Commando’s wartime 
cousin. (Following the example of some of the men he had trained, John Coates himself served later with 
SOE, parachuting twice into the Balkans in 1944 on missions aimed at penetrating Axis-occupied Hungary.) 

The second feature, which Jeffreys-Jones illustrates partly with reference to the near-total absence of physical 
memorials across its old stamping grounds in Wales, is the obvious failure of this unusual unit to have left 
much of a mark on popular knowledge of the war. (The basic point of Coates’s letter – to outline to Harlech’s 
own history society their town’s connection to 10 Commando – underlines this fact further). Had 10 
Commando left a greater impression, Jeffreys-Jones suggests, it might have helped inspire later instances of 
European security integration: “Dr. Coates’s letter reminds us what we may be missing” (555). 

It is important that attempts are made to draw attention to units like 10 Commando. Even among current 
practitioners, serious and critical studies of special operations forces (SOF) are less likely to be read than 
popular histories and published memoirs thicker with stories of sharp-end action than with thoughtful 
commentary aiming to educate rather than entertain. This is unfortunate. True, some of the subtler strengths 
of long-ago units may not make for gripping reading; but there are often real lessons to be gleaned, and 
studying them can be vital in gaining an accurate impression of what has worked operationally in the past, 
what has not, and what might work in the future. 
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